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IPIP (Identical Partitions
for Imbalance Problems)

• "bs" balanced subsets (55%-45%) are 
generated by subsampling the majority class 
so that all elements of the minority class are 
represented in at least one of the subsets.

• An ensemble is trained for each subset. 
Models are added by majority voting if the 
previous ensemble is improved.

• Finally, the final prediction is what the 
majority of ensembles decide.

• Paper under review 



UIC 
We have an unbalanced dataset 'd'.

We obtain several subdatasets 
by sampling the original dataset 
varying the imbalanced ratio, 
training and evaluating models in 
each of them.

The idea is that we can create a 
new measure, as an integration of 
all the biased ones, by means of an 
aggregation in which all the basic 
measures are inversely weighted by 
their respective correlation with the 
proportion of the minority class (IR) 
of each dataset, with the intention 
that UIC is less biased with the IR.

R package available (paper under 
review)
https://github.com/antoniogt/FILM

Figure: Pearson's Correlation between some basic metrics, UIC and the Imbalance Rate



Our work to address imbalance in a 
real COVID-19 patient cohort classification
(published)

• We applied IPIP: We achieved a balanced 
accuracy near 93% and a ROC-AUC of 
0.94 by testing IPIP on a validation set to 
predict the final condition of a COVID-19 
patient using comorbidities and 
demographic data



Concept drift: 
Passive learning

• We have a time stamped dataset. If X are the predictor 
variables of our data and Y the target variable, we call a 
concept:

Concept=P(X,Y)

• So there is a concept drift when:

                       Pt (X,Y) ≠ Pu (X,Y)

So that t and u are different time stamps.

• Rather than attempting to identify a concept drift, we 
will assume that data evolves over time and adapt the 
model accordingly. Then, we are dealing with passive 
learning. It is even more challenging when dealing with 
imbalanced data.

• IPIP method is ensemble-based, thereby facilitating 
adaptation to the needs of a passive learner.



IPIP + Concept Drift Non stationary environment

• Let's presume that data is divided 
by chunks. We want to update IPIP 
with each new chunk of data.

• Firstly, we train a basic approach of 
IPIP with the first chunk of data.

• Then, for next chunks the approach 
is to update the previous IPIP final 
ensemble with a new ensemble 
trained with the new chunk of data 
following the idea of IPIP to train 
models with balanced subsets and 
ensuring that every minority class 
instance is represented in, at least, 
one subset.



IPIP + Concept Drift Stationary Environment

• Now, for next chunks the approach 
is to update the previous IPIP final 
ensemble with a new ensemble 
trained with the new chunk of data 
AND THE PREVIOUS MINORITY 
CLASS INSTANCES, again following 
the idea of IPIP to train models with 
balanced subsets and ensuring that 
every minority class instance is 
represented in, at least, one subset.



Our 
experiments 

to compare 
IPIP+CD with 
other passive 

learners

• We have some commonly used datasets to study the 
CD in classification tasks as 'Electricity', 'Weather', and 
some simulated datasets. We also have a real COVID-19 
dataset (SMS) with 48 variables, most of them 
categorical. COVID-19 data is structured in monthly 
chunks (26 months) with comorbidities, symptoms, 
,vaccination and demographic data.

• Firstly, we are going to test several ensemble-based 
passive methods fixing the number of instances per 
chunk (n=1000). And we evaluate each model in the 
chunk 't' with the chunk 't+1'. We have different 
experiments artifically varying the IR of the chunks to 
study the influence of different IRs in a concept drift 
problem.

• Metrics: Acc, Bal Acc, Kappa, F1, AUC-ROC, AUC-PR, 
Geom and UIC.



Future work: Methods (in R)

• To the best of our knowledge, there is 
no R package that has passive 
models for training ensemble-based 
models to deal with concept drift in 
R.

• We have adapted the code in R for 8 
of them.

• Developing an R package with these 
models and launching them for any 
chunk-based dataset.



Some Results in our COVID-19 dataset

AUC



Correlation between metrics and the IR for the 
COVID-19 dataset

• UIC is the less correlated 
measure with the 
imbalanced ratio compared 
to the rest of basic metrics 
for classification.

• Experiments in the 
remaining datasets are still 
in progress.



Thank you! :-)


